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Poetry Books, Website, and Contest Fees
A huge thank you to the Miller Arts Minigrant program for fulfilling this proposal —

without it, I doubt I would have made the leap and actually built a personal website. It’s a strange
but good feeling to have an online corner to curate, and I think that its existence will encourage
me to grow it with more art and publishing. Harkening back to early internet pages and old
literary magazine covers, I opted to keep the design quite understated:

Over the summer, I had the pleasure of exhibiting some collages in the Fralin Little
Museum of Art, as well as having a few more poems pop up online — with the dark red
background and plain contrasting text, I wanted to recreate that sense of smallness and intimacy,
of something just starting out. I also elected to host the site with Cargo rather than Squarespace,
both to shave off some of the cost and because I prefer the former’s user interface.

As for the poetry books and competitions, I chose to distribute the remaining funds across
more materials and opportunities, figuring that I would derive greater value from a variety of
smaller collections rather than a few large ones, and that I could save some money by buying
used (particularly with the Norton Anthology).
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I feel incredibly fortunate to have had this opportunity to invest in my online presentation
and poetry education outside of school — thank you again to the Miller Arts program for their
generosity, and for their dedication to promoting the student arts!

Budget

Books

Title Author(s) Price

The Making of a Poem: A Norton Anthology
of Poetic Forms

Eavan Boland, Mark Strand $15.39

The Norton Anthology of Poetry Margaret Ferguson, Mary Jo
Salter, Jon Stallworthy

$29.94

A Primer for Poets and Readers of Poetry Gregory Orr $12.30

Glass Town Lisa Russ Spaar $10.95

Night Sky Frequencies Debra Nystrom $15.42

White Blood Kiki Petrosino $15.95

Doomstead Days Brian Teare $17.95

Lorine Niedecker: Collected Works Lorine Niedecker $34.95



The Caged Owl: New & Selected Poems Gregory Orr $18.00

Face Me: a declaration Olivia Keenan $16.99

North Seamus Heaney $13.95

Ariel Sylvia Plath $13.69

Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror: Poems John Ashbery $20.00

Dickinson: Poems Emily Dickinson $12.79

Envelope Poems Emily Dickinson $12.20

My Name Will Grow Wide Like a Tree:
Selected Poems

Yi Lei $13.83

Rose Li-Young Lee $13.83

Observations Marianne Moore $10.79

Lunch Poems Frank O’Hara $8.95

Peaces Helen Oyeyemi $23.99

Competitions

Elinor Benedict Poetry Prize $15

Boulevard Poetry Contest $16

The Adroit Prizes $13

Website

Cargo Site (1 Year) $99

Domain Name (1 Year) $14

Final

Tax $19.54

Total $504.59


